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Put the power of a computer in your code cutting with the CodeMax®
Machine. Based on the industry standard Blitz" Machine, the CodeMax®,
introduced more than 25 years ago, is the original computerized
code machine. The CodeMax® has an internal computer chip that
contains Depth 8- Space Data (DSD) for more than 950 different

FUSE S4 lock types, plus a micrometer function in both inch
9 Q‘; and metric formats. This allows it to cut virtually all

standard vehicle, commercial residential and
furniture keys throughout the world. All models of
the CodeMax® are equipped with a shoulder
gauge safety switch. This feature ensures the
shoulder gauge is out of the way _ 4"-

before you start cutting a key. f" " a
On the Automatic Angler model ,'

(No. 1200MAXAA), the cutter pivots ’ "' I ,{'---.
automatically to cut high security angle keys, __ "__.
such as Medeco®. Simply enter the depth and direction of __ —"——-
the angle and the CodeMax°*’ AA does the rest. ' “
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The total power of the CodeMax® is realized when - - .~%-§;.-'.-f1f?"--_
you connect it to your PC. All machines come with a
25-foot (T.5m) 9-pin serial cable for easy connection to your
computer. With HPC Software, the CodeMax® Machine becomes
an integral part of your computer system.

CUTTERS SUPPLIED:
No. CW-1-IMC Tool Steel1tIl0" large cylinder
No.CW-1011 Tool Steel 90" small cylinder
No. CW-QOMC Tool Steel 90" large cylinder
No.CW-20Flil Tool Steel 76° Sargent
No. CW-47l'llC Tool Steel 87" some automotive

Some of the benefits you will realize are:
- With Codesourceft code retrieval software, creating an

original key is as simple as looking up the code on your
computer and downloading it to your CodeMax®.

- Downloading master key systems from ll/lasterKing“",
insuring error-free key cutting.

- The ability to interrupt that master keyjob to cut another .
code key and easily return to the master key system. Receivg, 8 free Qiltbv registering your new

- Automatically keep track of new keys created when using Codemax J‘ Your choice of one of the followmgi '
Key Trail@ key management software. Please refer to the Codesourcefi Lite °" KeYT'a"®
Software Section for complete information on all of < ,_
our programs. - _ .

With optional equipment CodeMa>df can cut: E _ ' T, E -"
‘A553 V10/TWl'l1® .lI:£!'J"'.|-' ‘I '=.e£='.§&z'5=‘
- Emhartl‘-‘-‘interlocking Pin ,l-5? |-. _ . . L“
- Medeco® Biaxial@, Commercial? ' 'l|!_v‘-:|':
KeyMark® and M” Freedom E '53:":-

- Schlage Primus@ gm fofmqfg moi P k t 8- d
Flat Steel Safe Deposit Keys and others - " 3:6;erlzzt

CodeMax@ is a sound investment in your
business and it will quickly become a vital part
of your lock shop.

Your free gift will be sent directly to you upon HPC‘s
of your registration card. Free gift choices may change,

optiQ|'|a| Jaws avai|ab|e fflf cQdeMax® check HPC's website for the most up-to-date information.

No. MJ-1 No. KPJ-1 No. MJ-ZMAX No. MJ-3 N0. SPJ-1 lilo. GMFJ-1

Cut lllleo’eco“' cur Kane peaks keys Cut Medeco"' Cut Medecof 3 Cut Schlage'-'-"Standard, Cut GM 10-cur and
-’-EV-9i T h~9l~'5 Kt?}’l1r’l51"lt""'-‘<~‘?}’-S Freedom keys high-securi'ly Priniusi‘ Ford 8-cut keys

and Quad Series keys




